
Mix of questions mentioned at the end of slides (non-exhaustive), old exams (Digital Preservation VO
(Rauber), Data Stewardship VO (Rauber) and a few made-up ones.

Describe 4 creative commons licenses

CC-0: waives creator rights => public domain
CC-BY (attribution): allows anyone to use, re-use and remix a work w/o restriction (also commercially);
appropriate credit must be given, a link to the license must be provided and changes must be indicated
CC-BY-ND (no derives): reuse, but no changes
CC-BY-NC: no commercial use
CC-BY-SA (share alike): all new work must use the same license
also CC-BY-NC-SA, CC-BY-NC-ND

Difference GPL and LPGL

GPL enforces reuse of software to be GPL, LGPL code must be clearly marked, rest of code can have
different license

How to improve your own data management

Make use of data repositories to host the data, data citation to reference the datasets and data
management plans

What is a DMP and what kind of information does it contain

A DMP is a formal document that outlines what you will do with your data during and after you complete
your research => ensures data is safe for the present and future. DMPs are an awareness tool, it makes
you think what data you will use, where you get it from, what infrastructure, sofware or licenses you require,
what your research output will be and how you can share your research output.

How to create a DMP

Mostly by filling out a template / answering questions from a checklist. Software tools can be used, e.g. an
appropriate funders template where releveant questions are presented.

What to write in a DMP

1. Data summary: type, source, volume, data / file formats, metadata

Data Stewardship VO (194.044) 2020S summary
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2. FAIR data
3. Allocation of resources
4. Data security
5. Ethical aspects
6. Other issues

FAIR principles

Findable: has PID, contains metadata that facilitates search, metadata recorded in registry
Accessible: access conditions are specified, metadata accessible even when data is no longer
available
Interoperable: follow standards and domain specific conventions (e.g. no COBOL code, obfuscated
code)
Reuseable: clear license and documentation, "sum of other three rules" (e.g. README, provenance)

No clear distinction between the principles (metadata supports all for example), FAIR is not equivalent with
open data

How to select a proper license

Use available guides / tools to select proper license. Horizon 2020 guidelines suggest either CC-BY or CC-
0. Software licenses (e.g. MIT, BSD, GNU) may also be used for data, check licenses of libraries you use in
your software.

Persistent identifiers

Uniquely identify objects using e.g. DOI (assigned once, never deleted, resolved using service, physical
location may change) and people using e.g. ORCID ID (assigned once, person can change affiliations).

What is metadata and why is it necessary

"Data about data" => metadata helps to understand and interpret the actual data by providing details about
the experiment setup (who, when, in which conditions, tools, versions, etc.). It also helps identifying and
discovering new data.

Why traditional DMPs are not enough

They are often considered bureaucracy, thus are created too late, are often vague and depend on a human
factor.

What is required to make DMPs machine-actionable

Ideally existing standards are reused (e.g. Dublin Core, PREMIS, etc.), PIDs are used whenever possible,
own concepts and vocabularies are only introduced when necessary and controlled vocabularies are used.
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How common model for maDMPs works

The common model in maDMPs does not contain business logic (e.g. cost estimation is done by a service
that provides a value), it is an information carrier (tools, services and processes make maDMPs machine-
actionable).

10 principles for maDMPs

1. Integrate DMPs with the workflows of all stakeholders in the research data ecosystem
2. Allow automated systems to act on behalf of stakeholders
3. Make policies for machines too, not only people
4. Describe components of the data management ecosystem for both machines and humans
5. Use PIDs nd controlled vocabularies
6. Follow common data model for DMPs
7. Make DMPs available for human and machine consumption
8. Support data management evaluation and monitoring
9. Make DMPs updatable, living, versioned documents

10. Make DMPs publicly available

How are maDMPs scoped

First consultation (user stories) define the scope of maDMPs
Second consultation identified models for specific requirements
Proof of concept tools demonstrate how model can be used to automate tasks
BPMN processes identify the systems and stakeholders involved
Model development

What is a repository system?

A single place the hosts all kinds of research material (input/output/interim, open/closed/sensitive data,
etc.), provides visibility (citations/impact, FAIR/EOSC compliant), is largely transparent to researchers by
integrating with other infrastructures and is trustworthy. Repositories may be specialised or general (e.g.
DNA sequencing versus social sciences) and may aggregate data globally or locally. Used to reduce the
effort and lower the expertise required (researchers should not deal with licenses if funder/institution
regulates this anyway).

How to compare repository systems?

Locally/externally hosted: staff required, control over data, trusted external party, support
Open source / proprietary: who owns code, can one make changes to repository
Community support: who is behind the system, number of similar instances, professional support

How to make repository contents visible?
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Contents must be discoverable and FAIR => through use of metadata following standards, machine-
actionability and integration with hubs

What options there are and how to choose the best one: DataCite (supported by public sector),
Crossref (supported by private sector), both of which make use of DOI registration body
How to describe data using discussed standards: e.g. DataCite DOI registration bodies (metadata
about each DOI)

What are the lifecycle models and how to use them?

Research data lifecycle models describe the roles of stakeholders and are not to be used by researchers.
The help in tailoring services, identifying responsibilities and defining the infratstructure.

What are the components of an RDM service infrastructure?

RDM policy and strategy: develop strategy (understand current position, map out programme of
activity to deliver infrastructure and stervices in order to reach your desired goal) and policy

Taboo: negative assertion, a few taboos are OK
Principles: positive assertion, more than a few
Policy: course or principle of action, offers frame for generation of rules
Rule: describes action, who what when where according to policy

Business plans and sustainability: who pays for what, develop business plan covering 3/5/10yr
projection, identify costs, address sustainability issues and long-term costs
Guidance, training and support: single point of information (website, helpdesk), trainings and
consultation
Data management planning: not only about DMPs, also establish policy, provide support, establish
awareness and understanding
Managing active data: host on your own vs outsourcing, provide ways to support creation,
management and sharing of data
Data selection and handover: identify which data falls under remit, develop or use tools to ease
process of handover
Data repositories: where required, develop and maintain institutional data repository
Data catalogues: define metadata necessary to record research datasets, expost metadata

What are the cost drivers for data curation and how they impact design of RDM services?

Direct (personnel and infrastructure) and indirect (quality and trustworthyness, reputation and risk) cost
drivers where described. Design decisions may be based on some cost drivers, e.g. charging for some
services to recoup costs.

How to develop support services and who are data stewards?
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Support may be provided through tools, examples or trained staff, e.g. data stewards. Data stewards
analyse data management needs and provide advice to researchers.

What to consider when implementing DMPs in an institution?

Size and goovernance structure of the institution => large, hierarchical institutions move slowly and require
lots of advocacy, but they have more resources and can make use of econimies of scale. Smaller
institutions are more agile, the communication is simpler and the vision is more focused, but they have less
resources.

What standards exist and why certification matters?

Core trust seal (CTS): self assessment based on checklist, guidance through online tools, reviewed by
two reviewers, assessments publicly available and renewal every three years
Nestor (DIN 31644): derived from "trustworthy repositories audit and certification" (TRAC), uses OAIS
technology
ISO 16363: formal certification, based on TRAC, over 100 metrics, ONE repository certified since 2012

What are the 3 main aspects of digital preservation? Explain 2 methods for each.

Bit preservation: maintain bit-sequence, redundant storage, distributed storage, controlled storage
conditions => allowed to store redundantly (copyright etc.)
Logical preservation: logical representation (how to remain to be able to open a file)
Semantic preservation: how to ensure we can understand/interpret the data correctly, semantic
enrichment, metadata, maybe facts change (e.g. alcohol tolerance for drivers)

Name 3 strategies of logical preservation, include pros and cons.

Technology museum: keep hardware => + maintain full functionality - requires huge "museum",
migration (transform to different format)
Migration: transform to different format => + widely used, resulting objects always accessbile -
undesired changes during migration, needs to be repeated
Emulation: emulation of hw/sw => + many emulators available, widely used - complex technology,
emulators must be migrated as well
Standardization: using open or de-facto standards => + many tools available, simplies data
preservation process - significant effort required, some objects cannot be standardized

What are the problems of logical preservation?

Changing objects, environments
Decision what to preserve (identify significant proeprties)
How to detect/document losses
No strategy is perfect => combine them
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No solution forever, DP is a process

How do we know if somebody is doing a good job at DP?

Continuous commitment to preserve objects
Concise understanding of the objects and their characteristics
Preservation plan

What is a reference model?

Abstraction of the core concepts (internal and external to the framework), may be used for training and to
explain certain standards.

What is OAIS and what is its goal?

OAIS (= Open Archival Information System) is a reference model without design specification, data model
or set of functional requirements. It describes elements and concepts that are relevant for a project. Its goal
is to determine which parts of the reference model map to certain parts in a desired solution.

What are information packages and what are the three variants?

information packages are conceptual containers holding 1) content information and 2) preservation
descrition information, as well as descriptive information.

The three types are:

Submissive information package (SIP): negotiated between producer and OAIS, sent to OAIS by
producer
Archival IP (AIP): used for preservation, includes complete set of preservation description information
for the content information
Dissemination IP (DIP): includes part(s) of one or more AIPs, sent to a consumer by the OAIS

What are the 6 functional entities of OAIS?

Ingest: provides services to accept SIPs and to prepare contents for storage and management in the
archive
Archival storage: functions for storage/maintanance and retrieval of AIPs
Data management: functions for populating, maintaining and accessing the descriptive information as
well as the internal archive administrative data
Administration: manages overall operation of archive system
Preservation planning: monitors environment of the OAIS and provides recommendations to ensure
stored information remains accessible (even if original computing environment becomes obsolete)
Access: functions to allow consumers to request and receive information products
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Describe the role of Producer/Management/Consumer in the model view of an OAIS environment

Producers provide the information that shall be preserved
The management sets the overall OAIS policy as one component in a broader policy domain
Consumers interact with OAIS services to find and obtain the preserved information of interest

Describe the 5 approaches for secure data infrastructure

Legal and technical mechanisms: data processing agreements, NDAs, prohibition of data download
Secured hardware infrastructure / controlled access: physical protection (server rooms, locked server
racks), encrypted storage, VPN, SSH tunnel, access only remotely
Provisioning of data subsets on isolated machines: individual VMs for individual tasks, subsets of data
extracted from central repository
Aggregation and fingerprinting of data
Monitoring and logging of interactions: monitoring of interactions, secure logging

Why should we cite data?

To show solid basis of our research and to enable reproducibility and re-use => it's what you do if you do
good work, speeding up the process of scientific discovery. Also to give credit to other researchers, but not
primarily.

Name the 8 data citation principles.

1. Importance: data citations should be accorded the same importance as publications
2. Credit and attriution: data citations enable the attribution of credit to all contributors of the data
3. Evidence: the corresponding data should always be cited when a claim relies on data
4. Unqiue identification: data citation should include persistent, globally unique and machine actionable

identification method
5. Access: data citations should enable access to data & its metadata so humans and machines can

make use of it
6. Persistence: unique IDs and metadata describing the data should persist even beyond the lifespan of

the data they describe
7. Specificity and verifiability: data citations should facilitate identification, verification of data; time slice,

version and or granular portion
8. Interoperability and flexibility: data citation methods should be flexible so they can fit various practises

among communities, but interoperability should not be compromised

What is the difference between identifiers, PIDs and how does DOI differ from ARK?
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A "regular" identifier (e.g. URL) is not "forever", persistent IDs (PIDs) are. DOI metadata cannot be deleted,
since it is stored persistently at a resolver. DOIs have higher reputation and are commercial, while archival
resource keys (ARKs) may be deleted, are free and thus good for early stages of the lifecycle.

What are the requirements for data citation?

Dynamic data (corrections, additions, etc.)
Arbitrary subsets of data at various granularity levels
Stable across technology changes
Machine-actionable (not just machine-readable!)
Scalable to very large / highly dynamic datasets

What are the 14 recommendations and its corresponding for data citation?

1. Preparing Data & Query Store

Data Versioning
Timestamping
Query Store

2. When data should be persisted

Query Uniqueness
Stable sorting
Result set verification
Query timestamping
Query PID
Store Query
Citation Text

3. When resolving a PID

Landing page
Machine actionability

4. Upon modifications to the data infrastructure

Technology migration
Migration verification

What are some challenges regarding reproducibility?

Lack of information on which (subset of) dataset was used, different operating syystems/ software
environments / hardware, lack of source code, missing input data / parameters, etc.
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Describe the 5 solutions to reproducibility discussed in the lecture.

DMPs: provide overview of experiment, focus on input/output data
Research objects: contain data, results, workflow, provenance traces, slides, papers, etc.
Controlled environments: standardization of elements, automatic provenance collection, workflow
systems (e.g. Taverna, Kepler)
Data sharing platforms: open access, unique IDs for data, metadata collection, e.g. Zenodo,
myExperiment
Open access: provides immediate and free online access to research outputs (journal articles, papers,
data, etc.) by removing price and permission barriers. The intellectual property rights are not removed,
cost of publishing still exists.

Describe the following terms in 1-2 sentences:

Auditable: able to be audited => which data was used, where did that data come from, what tools were
used for processing, who was involved, etc.
Accountable: actions can be traced to who did them
Explainable: explains black box of an algorithm => why did a system make a specific decision?

Name the 8 principles for algorithmic transparency and accountability.

1. Awareness
2. Access and redress
3. Accountability
4. Explanation
5. Data provenance
6. Auditability
7. Validation & Testing
8. Fairness, accountability, and transparency in AI require a detailed account of the “full stack supply

chain“


